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straight in 
His love for adventure and photography 
takes Irwan Ismail from graphic design 
to the ocean, writes Nicholas King 

HIS biggest passion is exploring 
the unknown and ever since 
his first dive a few years ago, 

the underwater world has become 
Irwan Ismail's second home.

The 34-year-old certified Padi 
(Professional Association Of Diving 
Instructors) instructor and founder 
of Sorte Met Stella diving class, is 
smitten with the beauty of the marine 
life. 

Most people are familiar with fish 
they see every day, but that's just the 
tip of the iceberg where ocean life is 
concerned.

“They are surprised to see the 
coral reef dwellers such as the colour-
ful nudibranch, seafan, blue spotted 
stingray, puffer fish and more,” says 
Irwan.

“This is why I take and share 
underwater photos on social media. 
I want those who do not get the oppor-
tunity to dive and explore the ocean, 
to be able to see these beautiful crea-
tures.”

After diving and exploring the 
beautiful corals in our waters, espe-
cially in Semporna, Tioman and 
Redang, for the last few years, Irwan 

Irwan (left) with some of his students.

has amassed a huge collection of 
ocean life pictures. These can be 
viewed at Sorte Diver's Facebook 
page. 

cReAtIVe ShOtS
Irwan, who is also a graphic designer, 
always visualises the shot before he 
snaps.

“Designing helps me produce cre-
ative underwater shots. Each time I 
take an underwater photograph, I 
always imagine how it will be used 
in a publication or even for advertise-
ment purposes. Therefore, planning 
ahead is important. Colour also plays 
a major role in both worlds,” he says.

However, the creative shots he has 
made couldn't have been done with-
out the use of hi-tech gear.

“Taking pictures is easy. Anyone 
can do it, but taking pictures 30- 
40m underwater is a different kettle 
of fish and this is where technology 
and the best gadgets come in handy,” 

he says. 
Armed with his Canon G series and 

a special underwater casing that can 
handle pressure of up to 40m, strobe 
lighting to light up the underwater 
scene and GoPro Hero3+ wearable 
camera, Irwan has enough gadgets 
to capture the beauty of marine life. 

“Lighting is important as after 
certain depth, sunlight will lose its 
effect. Using a strobe light will reveal 
the vibrant colours of the coral dwell-
ers,” says Irwan. 

Photography is more of a hobby 
for Irwan as it is about capturing the 
moments that others may not have 
the chance to see and experience.

“I am into photojournalism, land-
scape and underwater photography. 

But since I began 
my career as a Padi 
i n s t r u c t o r,  m y 
photos are mostly 
about marine life,” 
he says.

ALLURe OF  
the DeeP

“I started diving a 
few years back when 

I was in Mabul Island 
in Semporna, Sabah. I 

did my Discovery Scuba 
Diving (DSD) course. It is 

designed for those who want 
to try scuba diving but aren't quite 

ready to take the plunge into a certi-
fication course,” he says.

He was introduced to diving by his 
good friend Zaidi Buruk (Scuba Jeff), 
who owns Scuba Jeff Sipadan Resort 
in Mabul. 

“At first, I was hesitant because I 
was afraid of the deep sea, which is a 
common feeling for a beginner. I told 
myself that since I was there, I might 
as well try it,” says Irwan.

“I will remember my first dive for-
ever. I was briefed by the local Padi 
dive master about safety and skills 
and did everything as instructed.” 

His fear of the deep sea slowly 
vanished when he saw the clown fish 
(popularly known as Nemo after the 
animation movie of the same name) 
and swimming turtles. 

“After the dive and even before 
boarding the boat, I was asking 

J e f f 

when the next dive would be. I knew 
then I had to pursue the Padi Open 
Water Diver certification,” he says. 

BecOMING AN INStRUctOR
Irwan continued with his diving 
courses, from Padi Open Water to 
Padi Advanced Open Water and then, 
Padi Rescue, which teaches him to 
deal with dive emergencies using a 
variety of techniques. 

“I also pursued the Padi Divemas-
ter and now I am a Padi instructor 
which allows me to conduct dive 
courses, train and certify students to 
become a scuba diver,” he says. “Now, 
scuba diving is a monthly routine but 
I still find it exciting and addictive.” 

There's a more noble cause than 
just taking beautiful pieces of oceanic 
visuals or getting people to embrace 
Mother Nature's beauty. 

Irwan explains: “Project Aware 
Foundation (www.projectaware.
org) is a growing movement of scuba 
divers protecting the ocean planet — 
one dive at a time. As scuba divers, it 
is our duty to protect the ocean from 
harm to its environment.” 

Indeed, certain species are in great 
danger. For example, for people to 
even see a shark 
in the sea is 

a privilege as the number of sharks 
has continued to dwindle. 

For those who wish to explore the 
diving world, Irwan has this to say: 
“Pursue what you love and ignore 
what others say about you. Set your 
own goals and stay focused. Stay posi-
tive, have faith and face your fears 
head on.” 

Besides organising diving trips 
around Malaysia and the Philippines, 
he also conducts Padi scuba courses, 
from recreational to professional lev-
els. 

Read about his diving activities in 
his blog, www.sortemetstella.com. 

“In the future, I plan to try 
skydiving and travelling around 
Malaysia and taking photos and 
sharing our heritage and culture 
around the world. In other words, the 
sky is the limit,” he says. 

Diving 
Irwan is happiest 
when he's 
underwater.
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Irwan giving a tutorial on graphic design.

Students who 
received Padi 
certifications.

Towards a diving spot 
in Redang.


